Center for Academic Excellence

Yearly Report Fall 2020-Spring 2021

Includes Summer 2021

CAE sessions:

- Early Alert and Early Student Feedback
- Pre-Tenure Series: Being a More Effective Teacher
- Professional Development Session: Submitting to IRB
- Pre-Tenure Series: Understanding Promotion and Tenure
- Promotion and Tenure Panel Discussion
- Professional Development Session: A Virtual Rainbow: Supporting LGBTQ+ Students
- Professional Development Session: Games for Learning
- Preparing for FPDC Submission
- What’s happening with COVID-19 at Millersville?
- Multimodal Livestream Class using Zoom
- Multimodal Livestream Class using Teams
- Learning Outcome Assessment during Remote Teaching
- Pre-Tenure Series: Establishing Collegial Relationships
- The Mischief Files: Engage your students in critical thinking using the archives
- Pre-Tenure Series: Making Reappointment Work for You
- OER Hackathon
- Pre-Tenure Series: Finding Appropriate Service Opportunities
- Pre-Tenure Series: Open Mic
- Examity Training
- Spring Convocation
- Pre-Tenure Series: Creating a Scholarly Agenda
- Honors College
- Citations just got a lot easier to manage & teach
- Open Video Software to Create Videos
- Creating and using an advising syllabus
- Pre-Tenure Series: Having Difficult Conversations
- Making the Case for Publicly-Engaged Scholarship
- Success Coaching: Student Success Beyond the classroom. A Holistic approach to Student Success
- Re-engaging your students with a tip of the week
- Develop and Lead a MAPS: Marauders Abroad Program
- CAE Pre-Tenure Series: Seeking External Funding Opportunities
- CAE Pre-Tenure Series: Promotion and Tenure
- Utilizing NACADA’s Core Competencies and Core Values for Effective Advising
- Making the Case: Explaining & Documenting Good Teaching & Beyond

CAE session attendance: 403

Pedagogy+ attendance: 84

Spring Colloquium attendance: 140

Spring Colloquium:
- Dr. Nicole Pfannenstiel, Facilitator
- Dr. James Delle, Facilitator
- Dr. Vilas A. Prabhu, Opening Speaker
- Dr. Daniel Wubah, Opening Speaker
- Dr. Jose Bowen, Keynote Speaker
- Attendance: 140

OER authors/grants (External Funds):

PALCi was awarded COVID relief funds from the Department of Education to support OER adoption and publication. CAE Coordinator Dr. Nicole Pfannenstiel was invited to participate on the PA GOAL advisory board, building the program, and awarding the funds. The CAE then supported faculty applications to PA GOAL, and supported completion of the work. Below are the grant recipients and the work completed. For more information see https://sites.google.com/palci.org/pagoal/home.

- PA GOAL Cycle 1 - work complete
• Professor Kim Auger (Library), Mr. Matt Fox (Instructional Design), and Dr. A. Nicole Pfannenstiel (English & World Languages) OER Book publication grant recipient Fall 2021.
• Our OER Textbook is available at: https://oeradoptionjourney.pressbooks.com/
• PA GOAL Cycle 1 - work complete
  • Dr. Dan Albert (Chemistry) and Matt Fox (Instructional Design), Course Redesign with OER Grant recipient Fall 2021
• PA GOAL Cycle 1 - work complete
  • Professor Michele Santamaria (Library) and Dr. A Nicole Pfannenstiel (English & World Languages), Course Redesign (WRIT 280) with OER Grant recipient Fall 2021